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Disclaimer
• Nordea and its businesses are exposed to various risks and uncertainties.
• This presentation contain certain statements which are not historical facts, including, without limitation, statements
communicating expectations regarding, among other things, the results of operations, the bank’s financial condition, liquidity,
prospects, growth and strategies; and statements preceded by “believes”, “expects”, “anticipates”, “foresees” or similar
expressions.
• Such statements are forward-looking statements that reflect management’s current views and best assumptions with respect
to certain future events and potential financial performance. Although Nordea believes that the expectations reflected in such
forward-looking statements are reasonable, no assurance can be given that such expectations will prove to have been correct.
Accordingly, results could differ materially from those set out in the forward-looking statements as a result of various factors.
• Important factors that may cause such a difference for Nordea include but are not limited to: (i) the macroeconomic
development, (ii) change in the competitive environment, (iii) change in the regulatory environment and other government
actions and (iv) change in interest rate and foreign exchange rate levels.
• This presentation does not imply that Nordea and its directors have undertaken to publicly update or revise these forwardlooking statements, beyond what is required by applicable law or applicable stock exchange regulations if and when
circumstances arise that lead to changes compared with the date when these statements were provided.
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Large Corporates & Institutions today

The leading Nordic LC&I business

Market-leading offering and well-diversified income
FY 2021, %

Strong customer relationships with a proven service model

RCF | Green financing
WCM | Loans

9%
12%
TxB

IB&E

Fixed income
Securities fin

True Nordic coverage for customers with multi-product needs
55%

Customer Lending

Talented people delivering superior advice

24%
Markets

| FX
| Derivatives

Cash management
Trade finance
DCM | ECM
M&A | Equities

Country dimension

Leading risk capacity supported by fast decision-making

17%

20%
33%

Nordic leader in sustainable products and services
23%

Share of
income
FY 2021
33%
24%
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Share
of
capital
FY 2021

33%

17%

Large Corporates & Institutions 2019–21

We have created a more focused and profitable business
Financial performance 2019–21

2022 target surpassed in 2021

Return on capital at risk (%)
15

1

Reduced low-return assets

2

Streamlined Markets business

3

Invested in ESG capabilities

4

Optimised international footprint

~10
4
2019

Income

Costs

Loan
losses

Capital

2021

2022 target

Economic capital and operating performance (EURm)
Economic capital

Costs

-27%

-14%

FTE (#)

+28%

-37%

1 919

972

8 082

Income

2 010
1 575

5 877
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CMD 19

2021

1 210

837
CMD 19

2021

CMD 19

2021

CMD 19

2021

lower balance sheet utilisation and
capital intensity and higher margins

through reduced complexity and costs

and attained #1 position in Nordic
sustainable financing

New York, London and Shanghai
prioritised while Frankfurt, Singapore
and Russia exited

Large Corporates & Institutions’ turnaround

We are in a stronger position to increase our ambition level
Focus on business performance and capital efficiency

Enhanced business selection

Increased customer profitability (share of low-returning capital, %)
52%

Higher margins through continued
focus on pricing and business
selection

17%

Q2 2019

Q4 2021

Successful Markets streamlining (Q2 2019 to Q4 2021)
Income

Costs

Capital

Lower balance sheet utilisation
through decreased inventories and
lower risk
Reduced costs from trimming of
product portfolio and new countrybased organisation

+48%

-24%
5

Grow ancillary income including
capital-light products

-31%

Large Corporates & Institutions 2022–25

We will deliver best-in-class return in 2025
2025 targets

Main drivers for 2025 targets

Return on capital at risk (%)

~16

1

Sales excellence

2

Selective growth and investments

3

Increase operational efficiency

4

Accelerate capital excellence

5

Become #1 ESG corporate bank

15

2021

Income

Costs

Loan
losses

Capital

2025 target

Cost-to-income ratio (%)

42
~40

2021
6

Income

Costs

2025 target

to increase income per customer
through higher intensity

in capital-light growth and profitable
lending

front-to-back including outsourcing and
partnerships

through improved IRB models, risksharing transactions and repricing

in the Nordics by leveraging our strong
position

Large Corporates & Institutions 2022–25

Focus on selective growth and investments
Focus areas and key activities

Profitable growth
2021

Target selective growth and investments

2025

Invest in capital-light growth in Investment Banking & Equities
Selectively grow profitable corporate lending and fund financing
Invest in ESG clean tech sector and transition advice

Accelerate capital excellence
Improved IRB models and continued repricing
Risk-sharing transactions and originate-to-distribute
Full implementation towards Basel IV and FRTB

PE&II1
Bubble colour: ROCAR, %

> 16%

14-16%

Bubble size: Income, EURbn
Normalised loan losses used for 2021 numbers
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1. Private Equity & International Institutions

12-14%

10-12%

Large Corporates & Institutions 2022–25

Significant opportunity to support clients in their transition to a sustainable economy

Nordic league table (EURbn)

Sustainability
leadership

Accelerate our
support for clients’
transitions

21
Peer 1

15

Peer 2

14

Peer 3
All bonds

11

-20%

• Strengthen ESG steering and data

• Expand portfolio and services
• Reduce financed emissions
by 40-50% by 2030

Drive change
through futureoriented capital
allocation

2019
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• Invest in ESG sector advisory capabilities

EUR

200bn

sustainable finance
facilitation

o.w. Sustainability bonds

Climate-vulnerable exposure

Shift to green

• Leverage #1 position in Nordic
sustainable finance

2021

1. 90% of our exposure to climate-vulnerable sectors to be backed by credible transition plans by 2025

• Exit offshore sector
with EUR ~1bn lending portfolio

90%

transition plans
by 2025

Large Corporates & Institutions
2025: Preferred financial partner for our selected core
Nordic corporates and institutions
Drive core income and strive for continued growth in capitallight services
Be the preferred ESG partner together with our selected core
Nordic corporates and institutions
Accelerate capital excellence through efficient balance sheet
utilisation, new capital models and risk-sharing transactions
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2025 targets
Return on capital at risk

~16%

Cost-to-income ratio

~40%

